1. White side up. Precrase the diagonals.

2. Fold the corner to the centre.

3. Fold the new corners to the centre. Turn over.

4. Form a fish base.

5. Unfold your flaps.

6. Mountain and valley folds.

7. Tuck into pocket underneath flaps; bring layer under to top.

8. Like so. Turn over.

10. **Lick so, turn over.**

11. **Hold a flap out.**

12. **Fold model in half.** In doing so, reverse fold flaps A & B outwards.

13. **Reverse fold A and B.**

14. **Cramp fold flap A.**

15. **Forming the head.**

16. **Reverse fold.**

17. **Valley fold four legs.**

**Unwrap top layer and bring to the front.**

**Repeat behind.**
18. Outline removed fold. Make head 3-D

19. Open out top ribet to form eyes...

20. ...like so

Shape the feet with mountain and valley folds

Finished Stegosaurus